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With us, you canGrow as a specialist and learn from the best Know that your opinion

mattersWork with challenging tasks in a data-driven environment Enjoy flexibility by

operating remotely or onsite in our R&D centersOur team is looking for someone who hasStrong

knowledge of Excel/GoogleSheets (hotkeys, formulas is a must)Embedded attention to

detailsInterest in analyzing, organizing, and maintaining large data setsAt least Intermediate

level of English Will be a plusExperience using databases (SQL or similar)Experience in

customers database maintenance (CRM)Experience in data analysis, data quality, and data

entryYou will work withMonitoring data feeds and ensuring timely data entry with high

attention to detailPerforming data verification to ensure records are accurate and

completeMaintaining customers database (CRM)Working with the reports to cross-check

the dataMore details about AgileEngine AgileEngine is one of the fastest-growing US

companies listed by 5000 and a top-3 development firm according to We create award-

winning custom solutions that help companies across 15+ industries change the lives of Our

clients include brands like Groupon, Bloomberg, and Funny or Die while our solutions are

featured by Gartner, Facebook, and the Webby RequirementsOur team is looking for someone

who hasStrong knowledge of Excel/GoogleSheets (hotkeys, formulas is a must)Embedded

attention to detailsInterest in analyzing, organizing, and maintaining large data setsAt least

Intermediate level of English Will be a plusExperience using databases (SQL or

similar)Experience in customers database maintenance (CRM)Experience in data analysis,

data quality, and data entry Our team is looking for someone who has Strong knowledge of

Excel/GoogleSheets (hotkeys, formulas is a must) Embedded attention to details Interest in
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analyzing, organizing, and maintaining large data sets At least Intermediate level of English Will be

a plus Experience using databases (SQL or similar) Experience in customers database

maintenance (CRM) Experience in data analysis, data quality, and data entry 
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